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Abstract
We present all NSR superstring and super-D-string actions invariant under a
set of prescribed gauge transformations, and characterize completely their global
symmetries. In particular we obtain locally supersymmetric Born-Infeld actions on
general backgrounds. The nontrivial global symmetries of the superstring actions
correspond to isometries of the background, whereas super-D-string actions can
in addition have dilatational symmetries mapping classical solutions with trivial
Born-Infeld field to solutions with nonvanishing field strength.
This letter is devoted to locally supersymmetric world-sheet actions for superstrings
and super-D-strings and to their symmetries. For the standard spinning string in a
flat background [1], such an action has been known for more than 20 years [2]. It has
played an important ro^le in string theory, in particular as starting point for covariant
quantization, and was extended to general backgrounds [3]. Among others, we shall
present in this letter analogous actions for the super-D-string, i.e. locally supersymmetric
world-sheet actions of the Born-Infeld type. To our knowledge, such actions have not
been explicitly constructed previously, except for the D2-brane [4]. In addition we
characterize completely the global symmetries of these actions.
Field content and gauge symmetries. The results reported here were obtained by
a BRST-cohomological analysis whose details will be presented elsewhere. The input of
this analysis is the eld content and a set of gauge transformations of the elds. The
elds are those of the 2d supergravity multiplet feam; m; Sg (m; a;  are 2d world-sheet,
Lorentz and spinor indices, respectively), an arbitrary number of \matter multiplets"
fXM ;  M ; FMg and an arbitrary number of gauge multiplets fAim; i; ig. eam and
m are the world-sheet zweibein and gravitino, respectively, and the A
i
m are abelian
gauge elds. All elds are real (the fermions are Majorana-Weyl spinors1) and some of
them, specied below, are auxiliary elds. We impose the following gauge symmetries:
world-sheet dieomorphisms, local (1,1) world-sheet supersymmetry, local 2d Lorentz
invariance, invariance under abelian gauge transformations of the Aim, Weyl and super-
Weyl invariance, and invariance under arbitrary local shifts of the eld S (hence, this
eld will not appear in the action at all). The corresponding gauge transformations of
the elds are, written as BRST transformations,
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1We use a Majorana-Weyl basis for the γ-matrices and the signature of the world-sheet metric
is ab = diag(1;−1). Furthermore "01 = "10 = 1 and γ∗ is defined such that the identity γaγb =
ab1l + "abγ∗ holds. With appropriate redefinitions, our formulae apply also to Euclidean signature of
the world-sheet metric.
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where m are the ghosts of world-sheet dieomorphism,  are the supersymmetry
ghosts, Cab is the Lorentz ghost, CW and SW are the Weyl and super-Weyl ghosts,
respectively, Ci are the ghosts associated with the gauge elds Aim and W is the ghost
corresponding to the local shifts of the auxiliary eld S. A C without any index de-
notes the charge conjugation matrix. These gauge transformations were obtained from
an analysis of the 2d supergravity algebra in presence of the matter and gauge multi-
plets [5] (the analysis is analogous to the superspace analysis in [6]). The corresponding
BRST transformations of the ghosts are such that s squares to zero, s2 = 0.
Gauge invariant actions. Owing to the use of auxiliary elds, the algebra of the
gauge transformations closes o-shell. As a consequence, neither the BRST transforma-
tions (1), nor the BRST transformations of the ghosts contain antields. This allows
one to determine the action functionals which are invariant under the gauge transforma-
tions (1) by computing the cohomology of s in the space of antield independent local
functionals with ghost number 0. Our result of this computation is the following. The
most general Lagrangian L which transforms under the above gauge transformations
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where e = det(eam) and hmn is the world-sheet metric built from e
a
m. GMN , BMN and
Di are arbitrary functions of the X
M , except that GMN and BMN are symmetric and
antisymmetric in M and N respectively,
GMN = GNM = GMN(X); BMN = −BNM = BMN(X); Di = Di(X):




(@MGNK + @NGMK − @KGMN)
HMNK = @MBNK + @NBKM + @KBMN
RMNKL = @K@[M(G+B)N ]L − @L@[M (G+B)N ]K
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The redenitions BMN(X) ! BMN(X) + @[MfN ](X) and Di(X) ! Di(X) + ki modify
the Lagrangian only through total derivatives for any functions fM(X) and constants
ki.
Apart from the terms containing elds of the gauge multiplets, the Lagrangian (2)
agrees with the one derived in [3] when one eliminates the auxiliary elds FM using
their algebraic equations of motions. Hence, the cohomological analysis shows that the
Lagrangian derived in [3] is in fact unique in absence of gauge multiplets (modulo total
derivatives, and up to the choice of GMN and BMN). It should be noted, however,
that this uniqueness is tied to the gauge transformations (1) and may get lost when one
allows that the gauge transformations get consistently deformed (see remarks at the end
of this letter).
Simplified action. For further discussion we shall assume in the following that the
functions Di coincide with a subset of the elds X
M . We denote this subset by f’ig
and the remaining X’s by x,
fXMg = fx; ’ig; Di = ’i: (3)
In fact, this assumption is a very mild one because, except at stationary points of Di(X),
(3) can be achieved by a eld redenition XM ! ~XM = ~XM(X) (\coordinate trans-
formation in X-space"), where this redenition is such that each nonconstant Di(X)
becomes one of the ~X’s. Indeed, constant Di give only constributions to the Lagrangian
which are total derivatives and can thus be neglected, at least classically; nonconstant
Di can be assumed to be independent by a suitable choice of basis for the gauge elds
and may thus be taken as ~X’s, at least locally (e.g., if D1 = D2, the Lagrangian depends
only on the combination A1m + A
2
m which can be introduced as a new gauge eld).
It is now easy to see that the Lagrangian (2) can actually be simplied by setting the
elds  i; F i; i; i to zero. Indeed, owing to (3), the classical equations of motion for i
and i yield  i = 0 and F i = 0, respectively. The latter equations are algebraic and can
be used in the Lagrangian. Then the Lagrangian does not contain i and i anymore
and the only remnant of the gauge multiplets are the terms e"mn’i@mA
i
n. This reflects
that the gauge multiplets carry no dynamical degrees of freedom since the world-sheet is
2-dimensional. Of course, the transformations (1) must be adapted in order to provide
the gauge symmetries of the simplied Lagrangian: those elds that are eliminated from
the action must also be eliminated from the transformations of the remaining elds using
the equations of motion of the eliminated elds. This only aects the supersymmetry
transformations of ’i and Aim. The new supersymmetry transformation of ’
i is then
simply zero owing to the eld equation for i ( i = 0). This is not in contradiction with
the supersymmetry algebra because the equations of motion for the Aim give @m’
i = 0
(of course, after eliminating the elds  i; F i; i; i, the supersymmetry algebra holds
only on-shell). The latter also shows that the elds ’i carry no dynamical degree of
freedom. The new supersymmetry transformation of Aim is more complicated and arises
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from the original one by using the equations of motion for F i and  i to replace i and
i, and then setting F i and  i to zero.
Born-Infeld actions. Locally supersymmetric Born-Infeld actions arise from (2) for
particular choices of GMN and BMN , in complete analogy to the purely bosonic case [8].
For instance, consider the case with only one gauge eld (fAimg = fAmg, f’ig = f’g)
and the following particular choice of GMN and BMN ,
G =
√
1 + ’2 g(x); B = ’ b(x); G’’ = G’ = B’ = 0: (4)
’ can be eliminated algebraically. Eliminating also the world-sheet zweibein eam, the
Lagrangian becomes
L = √− det(gmn + Fmn) + : : :
gmn = g(x)@mx
 @nx
 ; Fmn = @mAn − @nAm − b(x)@mx @nx (5)
where we have assumed det(gmn) < 0 and det(gmn + Fmn) < 0, and the nonwritten
terms involve fermions (we have not tried to nd a closed expression for the complete
resulting Lagrangian). The Born-Infeld Lagrangian L = [+ det(gmn + Fmn)]1=2 + : : :
for Euclidean signature (det(gmn) > 0) corresponds to G = (1− ’2)1=2g(x).
Global symmetries. Our second result concerns the global symmetries of the action
(2). These can be obtained from the BRST cohomology in the space of antield de-
pendent local functionals with ghost number −1 [9]. This cohomology feels of course
the particular action, for the latter enters the BRST transformations of the antields
through the Euler-Lagrange derivatives of the Lagrangian. We have computed this co-
homology completely and present now the resulting global symmetries for the simplied
form of the action arising from the Lagrangian (2) by eliminating the elds  i; F i; i; i
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where HM , aiM and biM have to solve the following generalized Killing vector equations,
LHGMN = −2i(Ma iN)
LHBMN = −2@[MpN ] − 2i[Mb iN ] (7)
2A global symmetry is called trivial in this context when it is equal to a gauge transformation
on-shell.
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for some functions pM(X) (LH is the standard Lie derivative along HM , iM is the
Kronecker symbol, i.e., iM = 1 if M = i and iM = 0 otherwise). Note that the pM do
not occur in the -transformations; however, they do contribute to the corresponding
Noether currents.
The equations (7) are actually the same as the equations which also determine the
symmetries of bosonic string and D-string actions [7, 8], specied for (3). In absence of
gauge elds (no Aim, ’
i, Ki; fHMg  fV g), they read
LVG = 0; LVB = −2@[p] : (8)
These equations had been already discussed in [10]. The rst equation (8) is just the
standard Killing vector equation for G . Hence, the solutions of equations (8) are those
Killing vector elds of G which solve the second equation (8) (for some p).
The situation changes when gauge elds are present. Then equations (7) read for
M;N = ; :
LVG = −Ki@iG
LVB = −Ki@iB − 2@[p] (9)
where LV is the Lie derivative along the vector eld V M given by V i = 0, V  = V (X).
The remaining equations (7) just determine the functions aiM and b
i
M ,
ai = −LHGi ; aji = −2LHGij
bi = LHBi − @ip ; bji = 2LHBij : (10)




i which are antisymmetric resp.
symmetric in i; j can be set to zero without loss of generality (the corresponding con-
tributions to  can be removed by subtracting trivial global symmetries from ).
The global symmetries are thus completely determined by equations (9). Note that
these equations reproduce (8) for Ki = 0, except that now G and B depend in
general not only on the x but also on the ’i. Hence, in general V  and p also depend
on the ’i. For the discussion of equations (9), the ’i may be viewed as parameters
of G and B . Solutions to equations (9) with K
i = 0 can thus be regarded as
solutions to equations (8) for some G and B involving parameters ’
i. The global
symmetries with Ki = 0 are thus analogous to the symmetries of ordinary superstrings
and correspond to isometries of the (parameter-dependent) metric G . In contrast,
solutions to (9) with Ki 6= 0 have no counterparts among the solutions of (8). Such
solutions may be called \dilatational" solutions, because in special cases they are true
dilatations, as we will see in the example below (further examples can be found in [8]).
Finally we note that the solutions to equations (9) come in innite families and that,
as a consequence, the corresponding commutator algebra of the global symmetries is
an innite dimensional loop-like algebra. This has been observed and discussed already
in [8] and is an immediate consequence of the fact that the action depends on the
Aim only via their eld strengths [11]. All members of a family arise from one of its
representatives by multiplying the functions V (X), Ki(’), p(X) of that representative
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with an arbitrary function of the ’i. One can directly verify that this makes sense: if
V (X), Ki(’), p(X) is a solution to equations (9), then another solution is obtained
by simply multiplying V , Ki, p by the same arbitrary function of the ’
i. As the ’i are
constant on-shell (by the equations of motion for the Aim), this innite dimensionality
of the space of global symmetries has no practical importance, i.e., in order to discuss
the global symmetries it is sucient to consider just one representative of each family.
Example. To illustrate the results presented above, we specify them for a simple
class of models, which were treated already in [8] for the purely bosonic case. These
models are characterized by Lagrangians containing only one U(1) gauge eld Am and
the following choices for the background
G’M = 0; G = f(’) ;



























"mn(@mAn − @nAm)’; (12)
where the assuption fXMg = fx; ’g is taken into account. As shown in [8], in this case
the general solution of equations (7) is (modulo redenitions corresponding to trivial
global symmetries)
V  = −1
2
K(’)[ln f(’)]0x + r(’) + r[](’)x
a = −V 0f(’); a’ = 0










K(’), r(’) and r[](’) are arbitrary functions of ’ and correspond to families of di-
latations, translations and Lorentz-transformations in target space, respectively. For
two reasons the dilatations are special. Firstly, as discussed already above, they have
no counterpart among the global symmetries of the ordinary superstring on a flat back-
ground. Secondly, they can map solutions to the classical equations of motion with
vanishing eld strength @mAn − @nAm to solution with non-vanishing eld strength.
This is in sharp contrast to the translations and Lorentz-transformations and most eas-
ily seen from ’ = K(’), using that the eld strength is related to ’ by the equations
of motion through f 0(’)  "mn@mAn + : : : where  is equality on-shell. An analogous
reasoning shows that the latter property of ‘dilatational symmetries’ extends to more
complicated backgrounds for which solutions to (9) with Ki 6= 0 exist.
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Comment. We end this letter with a comment on the completeness of the results
reported here. We stress again that these results are tied to the set of gauge transfor-
mations (1), i.e., we discussed only those action functionals which are invariant under
these transformations. We did not discuss whether these gauge transformations and the
resulting actions can be nontrivially deformed such that the deformed actions are in-
variant under the deformed transformations. For instance, one would expect that the 2d
dieomorphisms and the supersymmetry tranformations can be nontrivially deformed if
the background has special isometries because nontrivial deformations of the 2d dieo-
morphisms and the world-sheet action for the bosonic string do exist [12]. Furthermore,
there are certainly cases which permit nontrivial deformations so that the abelian gauge
transformations associated with the Aim become nonabelian. In particular, such de-
formations would yield locally supersymmetric nonabelian Born-Infeld actions. The
deformation problem is currently under study.
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